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Improving Care for All Pediatric Patients
With Hodgkin Lymphoma
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he curability of Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) has remained above 90% for decades, but exactly “how” we cure our patients is critically important to minimize late effects of therapy for survivors. From the earliest cure that used
radiotherapy alone in the early 20th century to the newest drug on the market
today, every treatment has risks and beneﬁts. As the ﬁeld of medicine constantly evolves before us, our job as oncologists is to learn from each patient
we treat and strive to cure tomorrow’s patients better than we can today.
Sadly, survivors of HL have demonstrated the natural progression of
long-term treatment toxicities from combined-modality therapy with chemotherapy and radiation. Secondary malignancies, cardiopulmonary toxicity,
infertility, and endocrine dysfunction have affected countless survivors. For
years we attributed the 17-fold increased risk for the development of breast
cancer in long-term survivors solely to the use of high radiation doses and
large ﬁelds.1
However, as sequential trials reduced radiation dose, ﬁeld size, and the
number of patients and sites receiving radiation, we now see other factors
associated with an increased risk for developing breast cancer, such as a cumulative dose of doxorubicin >250 mg/m2.2 Although late effects could be considered a “luxury” of survivors, rigorous survivorship research has informed
adaptations to treatment regimens that allow HL survivors today to have a
lower risk proﬁle than those a decade before.
For pediatric HL, iterations of clinical trials performed by large consortia
use outcome and toxicity data from previous protocols to inform development
of the subsequent trial. This has succeeded in both maintaining high cure rates
and minimizing overall treatment intensity through the eras.
At the same time, because the outcomes of most trials have an overall survival rate of 90% to 95%, providers face the new challenge of helping patients
choose among several regimens with similar survival. Although the standard of
care will always remain enrollment on an open clinical trial, the lack of standardized, evidence-based guidelines has led to signiﬁcant variation in treatment
practices for patients treated off-protocol. Therefore, the formation of NCCN
Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines) for Pediatric HL
(included in this issue)3 provide useful guidance. These guidelines provide a
framework not only for treatment decisions but also for the entire process, from
initial workup and staging through follow-up and relapse.
Staging and response assessment for pediatric HL are nuanced and challenging given the rarity of this disease, and therefore the relative infrequency
with which they are performed at any institution. The NCCN Guidelines provide
up-to-date recommendations that may differ from current institutional practice
patterns. Examples of this include the omission of both bone marrow biopsies
for the staging of HL and of surveillance imaging for any patient after the end of
therapy unless there is a clinical concern for relapse.
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Of note, this early version of the guidelines focuses
on classical HL and does not include treatment algorithms for patients with nodular lymphocyte-predominant
HL, because not enough evidence is available to support
one treatment over another for this biologically distinct
disease. As evidence emerges, the guidelines will be
expanded to include treatment strategies for nodular
lymphocyte-predominant HL.
These guidelines have never been more important
than they are now, as COVID-19 has challenged the world's
ability to travel, including for medical care and enrollment

on clinical trials. This has left many providers faced with
treating and managing these young patients at local institutions. I believe these NCCN Guidelines help promote
equality and ensure optimal care for all patients with HL.
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